
 
 

 

 
Abstract—The objective of this paper is to develop a smart IoT 

based light control system. Due to negligence and forgetfulness, 
many instances occur in establishments where the electrical 
appliances are left turned on even if there no human presence in a 
room. This is one of the most prominent cases of electricity 
wastage prevalent in society.  Hence there is a need for an 
intelligent system that can ensure both efficiency and 
effectiveness. This project combines IoT, Artificial Intelligence 
and Image Processing which are powerful modern technologies. 
In this system, object detection methods are used which enable us 
to control appliances in a specific spatial region. It also uses image 
processing methods which are more efficient than conventional IR 
blaster-based home automation systems. conventional IR blasters 
inevitably come with a fallacy where any and all objects that 
obstruct the infrared ray trigger whatever response the system 
was programmed to achieve. These actions that are only meant 
for actual human beings can now be activated by any object. This 
produces an undesired result. This paper proposes a system which 
can efficiently utilize the lighting output and minimize the 
wastage of electricity by controlling the electrical appliances by 
detecting changes in the position of the humans in the room.  
 

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, Computer vision, Internet 
of Things, Image processing, Object detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 
HE problem of smart home automation is an issue which 
dates back to several decades prior where scientists and 

engineers all over the world have innovatively invented 
solutions such as automatic light switches and voice command-
controlled appliances. For controlling smart switches that 
detect human presence, results are currently achieved using an 
array of IR sensors[1-5].  These sensors have minimal power 
requirements but are only feasible when they are deployed in 
numbers after certain intervals. Moreover, IR blasters work on 
the principle of detection by obstruction of a projected ray. It 
doesn’t differentiate between humans and any other object. 
Even a rodent that crosses the ray will trigger the actions that 
have been intended only for when a human being is detected. 
Moreover, these actions would also be triggered if any 
inanimate object obstructs the ray. For example, even if a chair 
is kept in the path of the infrared ray, it would set off the 
actions intended to be executed only when a human is  
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detected. These problems may be solved if a detection 
mechanism is deployed that could differentiate between 
humans and non-humans (animate or inanimate). Moreover, to 
prevent electricity wastage in places where there is no 
individual control status of appliances in one segment of the 
room, it is necessary that the appliances be controlled segment 
wise where each segment is a part of the space where this 
system is deployed. This ensures comparably increased 
savings as compared to some other system controlling the 
entire room as a single entity[6-8]. To solve this issue, an 
object detection algorithm SSD with base net as Mobilenet is 
used instead of an object recognition algorithm, to get the co-
ordinates of the human that is detected in the room. Once the 
co-ordinates are predicted, appliances in that segment change 
states according to the presence (or absence) of humans. 

Computation power supported by the open source 
community has led to the development of accurate and faster 
methods to process images. AI when used for processing 
images coupled with latest Internet of Things technologies 
provide a base for devising accurate, fast and efficient 
technological solutions. Hence this system combines image 
processing, AI, and IoT to develop an accurate and efficient 
solution that would effectively solve the problems faced by the 
solutions currently employed[9,10]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as below. Section II and 
III describes about the literature survey and design & 
implementation individually. Section IV says about the 
working modules. Section V and VI refer to process flow and 
simulation respectively. At last, Section VII concludes the 
conclusion of the paper. 

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 
Automating tasks such as switching on appliances can be 

done in various ways. Several attempts have been made to 
smartly automating these tasks. Two ways used to perform 
smart home automation. 

A. Home automation using infrared 
Home automation using Infrared sensor [1] works on the 

concept of changing the functional state of the appliances 
when the ray is obstructed Localization although possible it 
isn’t employed easily.  
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An array of sensors is needed to be deployed in the place 
and managed simultaneously to control appliances by 
processing information collected by each of the sensors. This 
system involves control and maintenance of large number of 
sensors, which can be replaced by a single camera in the 
system proposed in this paper (an existing CCTV can also be 
used too). 

B.  Home automation using object detection 
This paper on automatic control of power supply in 

classroom using Image Processing [2] is image processing 
based, however, no localization is involved as object 
recognition involves predicting only the classes of objects 
present in the image and not exactly where the object is 
located. In the System proposed humans are localized, hence 
the appliances can be controlled segment wise instead of a 
single control for the entire area covered by the camera. 

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
It is important to note that although there are replacements 

for each of the following devices, these were the one’s chosen 
for demonstration, they are chosen considering their fitness in 
such an assembly. 

A.  Raspberry Pi 3b+. 
Raspberry Pi is a basic, simple and efficient all-in-one chip 

which acts as the base of the implementation of the prototype 
for this paper. It has an inclusive OS which supports the 
software used, an external integrated camera for taking in 
inputs, Wi-Fi and other compatibilities which allow smooth 
connectivity with all the components of the prototype.  

B.  Arduino Uno R3 
Arduino Uno is a micro controller board based on the 

ATmega328. Arduino is an opensource, prototyping platform. 
Arduino Uno used for controlling the esp8266 using AT 
commands and also to parse the commands from the 
Raspberry Pi 3B+ to control the appliances. LED’s are used to 
demonstrate the output. 

C. ESP 8266 
Esp8266 is used in server mode. A multi-thread server 

program is executed in the main loop. This program accepts 
API calls from the Raspberry pi. The detected commands are 
sent to the esp8266 server which passes the query from the 
URL to the Arduino microcontroller. The Arduino parses the 
query and changes the state of the status LEDs according to 
the values appended to the URL. For controlling the esp8266 
using AT commands and also to parse the commands from the 
Raspberry Pi 3B+ to control the appliances. 

D.  Camera 
Any camera can be used for sensing objects in its view. 

Raspberry Pi Camera v1 is connected to the Pi at the camera 
port. Existing CCTV cameras can be connected to the Pi and 
the delivered frames can be used for detection. 

IV. THE WORKING MODULES 

A. Image Processing 
This comprises of two parts: pre-image detection and post-

object detection image processing 
Pre-image detection image processing: as soon as a new 

frame is sensed by the camera it is sent to the pre-image 
detection sub-routine to process. In this the image is oriented 
by +/- 180 degrees in X axis and/or Y axis depending upon the 
orientation of the camera. Reason being different cameras 
sense images in different orientations, Also, the camera is 
placed such it is feasible by the authorities and the sensed 
images and videos are processed to orient the image in the 
proper direction. Although the object detection module is 
immune to rotations and orientations of input image, it is 
necessary to orient the image as the post image detection 
image processing step requires the image to be in same 
orientation each time. 

After this step the oriented image is then resized to the input 
size of the object detection model that is 300*300*3. In the 
implementation, ssd300 is used. 

Post object detection image processing: The object 
detection model provides bounding boxes that are normalized 
for each shape of input image so they need to be denormalized 
according to our input image. The denormalization is done by 
multiplying the height and width of the original image to the 
bounding box coordinate X and Y respectively. After this step,  
if the detected humans are to be visualized, the bounding 
boxes are overlapped over the image, the confidence is also 
written above the box and the image is displayed on the screen 
or written to disk if needed. 

The image is divided into segments according to the number 
of locations that are needed to be separated (Consider 4 for 
now). 

Now there are two cases: 

1). Case 1: If the camera is placed at an angle that is more 
than 45 degrees to the normal to the ground: All the four 
corners of each box are considered. Variables corresponding 
to each segment of the image is initialized as zero (no human 
present). An outer loop loops goes through all the boxes. An 
inner loop loops through each corner of the box. Now it checks 
into which segment of the image the corner coordinate lies the 
corresponding variable for that block which is to be updated to 
(which implies a human is present). 

2). Case 2: If the camera is at angle that is less than 45 
degrees with the normal to the ground (Only the two bottom 
co-ordinates of the bounding boxes corners near the feet). 
Variables each corresponding to a single segment of the image 
is initialized as zero (no human present) an outer loop loops 
through all the boxes. An inner loop goes through corners that 
are the in the bottom of the box. Now it is checked into which 
segment of the image the coordinate lies the corresponding 
variable for that block is updated to 1 (human present). 
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B. Artificial Intelligence (Machine Learning based object 
detection) 

Artificial intelligence segment has the responsibility of 
detecting humans in each frame sensed by the camera 
Although Raspberry Pi 3b+ boasts a 1.4 GHZ processor it still 
lacks the Computational requirements (GPU’S as well as 
CPU’s) for state-of-the-art object detection algorithms such as 
fast RCNN  to provide the detections at a speed that is 
required for the system to efficiently provide an instant action,  
a deep neural network architecture “Single Shot Multibox” 
detector with mobilenet as its base network is used. This 
architecture provides the required trade-off between time and 
accuracy that is necessary by the system to reduce the time lag 
between a human entering (or leaving) the frame and the 
running of the desired commands. 

Single shot Multibox Detector [8]: is a Single shot detector 
that is fast enough for the application of this paper and is also 
accurate enough for our requirements. This method of object 
detection is different from other region proposal object 
detection methods which are more accurate but are still too 
slow to achieve the desired speed on an embedded device such 
as a Raspberry Pi 3b+. Single shot Multibox detector also 
improves over other single shot detectors such as yolo as a set 
of default bounding boxes is associated with each feature map 
cell, for multiple feature maps on top of a base network such 
as VGG16. The architecture of Single Shot Multibox Detector 
in comparison with other single shot detector is shown in Fig. 
1. 

The superiority of SSD in our context over other state of the 
art object detection algorithms can be understood from Table I 

A model from the class of models that is called mobilenet in 
[9] is used. The architecture is based on Depthwise Seperable 
convolution. Width multiplier and resolution multiplier are 
used to improve the accuracy and speed even further. 
Depthwise Seperable convolution is a form of factorized 

convolution model in which a standard convolution is 
factorized into a depth wise convolution and a 1*1 pointwise 
convolution shown in Fig. 2. 

The superiority of this architecture in our context over other 
object recognition algorithms can be viewed by analyzing the 
table in Table II.  

V.  PROCESS FLOW 
As soon as the Raspberry Pi is booted, the script initializes 

the required variable for each segment (depending on the 
number of segments the room is needed to be divided). The 
pretrained model is loaded into memory in order to perform 
the image processing. The Camera senses images and places it 
in a buffer that is accessible to the Raspberry Pi. The 
Raspberry Pi pulls out each frame from the buffer and then the 
routine in the pre-image detection image processing is 
executed. The output of which is sent to the object detection 
routine. 

The object detection routine returns bounding boxes for the 
humans detected in the images. After the object detection 
routine, the post-object detection image processing routine is 
called in which the runtime variables are updated according to 
the presence or absence of a human in a particular segment. 

TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS OBJECT DETECTION METHODS [8] 

 Method mAP FPS 

2 YOLO (VGG16) 66.4 21 
3 Fast YOLO 52.7 155 
4 SSD300 74.3 46 

Fig. 1. Difference between SSD and YOLO [8] 

 
Fig. 2. Left: Standard convolutional layer with batchnorm and  ReLU. 

Right: Depthwise Separable convolutions with Depthwise and Pointwise 
layers followed by batchnorm and ReLU. [9] 

 
TABLE II 

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS BASE NET ARCHITECTURE [9] 

 Method mAP 

1 MobileNet-224 70.6% 

2 GoogleNet 69.8% 
3 VGG 16 71.5% 
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These variables are then used to construct the URL string that 
is used to make the http request to the Arduino controlled esp-
8266 server. Once the string is constructed the http request is 
made. Esp-8266 passes the parameters from the http request to 
the Arduino microcontroller. Arduino parses the status values 
from the URL and updates the status of the appliances (LED’S 
in the demonstration).  The two separate loops, one for 
Raspberry Pi and the other for the Arduino controlled esp-
8266 configuration, are run continuously. The Raspberry Pi 
loop is shown in the Fig. 3. and the Arduino controlled esp-
8266 loop is shown in the Fig. 4.  

VI. SIMULATION 
Considering the image is divided in 4 segments each time 

there are 16 cases depending on humans detected in each 
segment. Three of which are discussed below. 

A. Humans Detected in top right corner  
The image below when sent to the object detection module, 

the object detection module predicts bounding boxes. For this 
image a box is detected for each segment. The command is 
sent to the Arduino to turn on the appliances for all the 

segments (LEDs are used to show a group of appliances in 
each segment) Fig. 5. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.  The Arduino Uno controlled ESP-8266 loop 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.  The Raspberry Pi loop 

 
Fig. 5.  Humans detected in all segments 
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B.  Humans Detected in all four segments 
The image when sent to the object detection module, 

predicts bounding boxes. For this image a box is detected for 
the top right segment.  

 
Fig. 6.  Humans detected in all segments 

 
The command is sent to the Arduino to turn on the 

appliances for the top right segments ( LEDs are used to show 
a group of appliances in each segment) in Fig. 6. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
The paper discusses an approach that is able to detect 

humans in each segment and appliances can be controlled 
according to the presence or absence of humans in the room. 
Also, the object detection mechanism insures only humans can 
trigger the appliance state change and any other object or 
animal would not trigger the appliance state change. This 
approach requires cameras to be installed in the rooms where 
the mechanism is to be implemented if any existing camera-
based surveillance is not already implemented. Using existing 
cameras greatly reduces the hardware cost required for 
implementation. 
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